ABSTRACT

Data mining is a vital solution approach for applications such as text based mining, web based mining, supporting data analysis, data visualization and data design tasks. It serves as primary, as well as major roles in various domains and plays a complementary role in others by increasing traditional data mining techniques from numerical data analysis, data statistics and machine learning. Modern mining algorithm concentrates mainly on developing, building and using specific cross platforms, domain driven algorithms and models. In such cases various algorithms are designed in which very few are repeatable in real time. Countless outlines are mined and major proportion of them is of no specific interest for business use. The end user generally cannot easily predict or understand to take them over for business values and daily use. Thorough efforts are mandatory for promoting the act of knowledge discovery in real world decisions and decision supports. An optimized method has been proposed for pruning based data mining to handle the issues stated above. In optimized prune based data mining (OPBDM), Knowledge intelligence is incorporated into mining process along with models and a problem solving system is framed as the gallery for incorporating knowledge discovery, decision making, data pruning and delivery. Based on related work(Prune tree), this paper presents an overview of deriving prunes for multiple data sets, decisions and decision supports, theoretical framework for pruned data(OPBDM) techniques, case studies and open issues. Experimental results and future work enhancement have been demonstrated.
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protobuilds have become patent [30], [16], [3], [17], [36]–[38]. Current data mining algorithms such as decision tree based algorithms (e.g., BOAT [16], C4.5 [36], PUBLIC [37], Rain-Forest [17], SLIQ [30], SPRINT [38]) can be used to discover classification rules for classifying records with known classes, unknown classes and class membership. During the course of extension of algorithms using a decision tree for regulation of the possibility relating to such association, the likelihood of similar class likelihood did exist. The algorithms are built on the concepts of rough set theory [44], cluster (data) analysis [1], and measure theory [5]. Computational analysis which indicates the proposed algorithms offer frequent advantages over other approaches such as soft computing based (ANN) and regression analysis [39], namely:

• Simplicity;
• High accuracy;
• Low computational complexity.

An adaptive feature extraction approach is used here which is based on an “individual data object based method” [42]. A feature extraction algorithm recognizes unique structures (business data sets, reputed customers, valued clients, business records etc.) of an object (e.g., business cart) and checks the sharing of the unique features with other objects (spatial database data sets or records and documents). It is obvious that the “population based” and “individual based” patterns differ and, in general, the set of features derived by each of the two patterns is different. In the feature extraction approach, a set of features applies to a group of objects. These features are expressed as a decision rule. The properly derived decision rules (made by feature sets) perfectly assign results for a large proportion of cases with known and unknown decisions (it makes predictions for new cases). The drawback of the feature extraction approach is high complexity of the knowledge phase; however, the computational complexity is reduced through pruning the data sets and records which offers a grander promise for applications in decision-making (Decision tree based) than any of the “population based” approaches.

The method presented in this paper follows the emerging concepts from the rough set theory [12] of data mining. The perceptive behind the rough set theory is that a group of objects (business carts, business data sets, reputed customers, valued clients, business records) with a unique subset of features which shares the same sets of decision outcomes and results. The feature extraction algorithm dynamically analyses a huge database and recognizes unique features of each group of object and evaluates it with reduced inputs for prune tree where the pruning tree decides the process and evaluates it with reduced computational complexity and high objectivity (prediction of reputed customers, product sets). Other classification techniques (Decision tree based) such as regression and Soft computing (ANN) [3] can determine a probability for a prediction with its prospect (likelihood). However, comparing with decision tree based algorithms; these algorithms do not perceptibly direct the exposed patterns in a symbolic (Literals), and easily logical form which is if-then rules [43].

In this paper (OPBDM (Pruning based data mining)); the focus is on award of organised approach and overview of concepts, frameworks, methodologies and techniques of OPBDM. In Section 3 the focus is on pruning data in existing data mining. In Section 4 a multidimensional requirement for knowledge discovery for pruned data through reduction of computational complexity is presented. In Section 5 discusses the concept and basic framework of OPBDM. Section 6 deals with refinement of reduction of error rate in pruning and conclusions are given in section 7.

3. PRUNING DATA

With the vast advancement in digital recording devices and multimedia devices, rapid development of internet platform, and the low cost of storage devices such as micro card, macro card, SD card, Hard disk drives, it becomes much easier to distribute and collect the multimedia data nowadays. The rapid increase and development in the volume of the multimedia data, the inefficient outdated text-based data/information retrieval approaches, the great demands for the multimedia information/data sets analysis and management apps have inspired the researchers to dwell on into the area of “content-based multimedia retrieval from spatial databases”[17][45]. To address the data imbalance issue, the data pruning [45] process/technique can be utilized in the manner that given the training data set and the learning model, it can reduce the data set and select the representative data instances as the new training data set so that the performance of the model and the classification result would be improved [45]. For traditional document retrieval, information filtering is either content-based or collaborative one. The content based method is usually based on the term frequency of text documents and the collaborative filtering method is based on the particular user’s selection [45]. We use classification method is used
to classify the data sets and clustering method to cluster the classified as well as trained data sets. After the process noisy data’s are removed from databases. Noisy example data sets are evaluated based on functional values. Analysis of outlier for noisy data are represented as follows
\[ Ot(f(x)) = \begin{cases} \frac{P(f(X) \neq Y)}{2m(d \ln(34em/d\log2(578m)) + \ln(4/\delta))} & \text{if } f \in \text{sign}(F) \text{ has margin at least } \gamma \text{ on the examples } x \text{ then the expected error of } f, d \text{ represent the base dimension of classifier.} \\
\end{cases} \]

Derived from the theorem: Consider F be a class of functions. With probability (w.p.) at least \( 1 - \delta \) over mid samples x from some fixed probability distribution P the following holds:

If \( f \in \text{sign}(F) \) has margin at least \( \gamma \) on the examples x then the expected error of f, d represent the base dimension of classifier.

4. KNOWLEDGE DISCOVERY FOR PRUNED DATA

Knowledge discovery from pruned data leads to unearthing of a great knowledge in data, domain understanding, selection processes, pre-processing of data and data elements, knowledge evaluation and consolidation and utilize the knowledge. The knowledge discovery process is interactive in nature and iterative in learning, decision making and for the decision support. It includes some basic steps for performing KDD process, they are listed as follows:

- Data Selection
- Data Pre-processing
- Data Transformation
- Pattern evaluation
- Knowledge presentation

Relevant data to the analysis task are retrieved from the databases.

4.2 Data Pre-processing

To remove noisy and inconsistent data (i.e., cleaning and integration of multiple data sources).

4.3 Data Transformation

Data’s are transformed into particular form appropriate for mining by performing various aggregation or composition operations.

4.4 Pattern evaluation

To identity the truly representing model for knowledge representation.

4.5 Knowledge Presentation

Knowledge visualization and presentations are used to represent the mined knowledge.

4.6 Prune Based Data Mining (OPBDM)

Pruning Decision tree focuses mainly on decision making and decision supportive models. Pruning an algorithms discard branches of trees that do not improve accuracy. To achieve this they implement one of two general paradigms: pre-pruning or post pruning [37]. Since the prune tree construction of various data sets for spatial databases using Prune based Data Mining algorithm can be achieved through basics of Post pruning, Pre pruning, building partial tree, Rule based tree construction set c. Here OPBDM algorithm reduces the complexity, Redundancy, Noisy Data’s in spatial databases. Reduced-error pruning (post pruning) generates smaller and more accurate decision trees if pruning decisions are made using significance tests and the significance level is chosen appropriately for each dataset.

The attachment of a class label to each node of the tree is assumed to each node of the tree. For example, by taking the majority class of the training instances reaching that particular node, there are two classes namely X and Y. The tree predicted from figure 3 can be used to predict the test instances by filtering the whole tree to its leaf node which is corresponding of its instance attribute and class which assigns object class as well as class label to the particular leaf node. However using the Post pruning decision tree for potential classification over fits the training and instance data sets, randomly used in particular leaf along with its test and training set. Pre-pruning algorithms do not precisely implement “pruning” because they never prune live branches of a decision tree: they “prune” in advance by conquering the development of a branch if additional structure is not expected to raise accuracy [37].
Consider this as a hypothesis, If tree A is pre-pruned using the parametric t-squared test, and tree B is pre-pruned using a corresponding permutation test, and both trees have the same size, then A will be less accurate than B. When pre-pruning is applied, the significance test is used to ascertain the association between the values of an attribute and the class labels. At each node of the decision tree, pre-pruning methods apply a significance test to every attribute and class labels being considered for splitting. Splitting ceases if there is no significant attribute can be found. This means that several significance tests are performed at each node. Since multiple significance tests increases the probability that a significant association leads to more number of attributes being tested [37].

5. FRAMEWORK FOR OPBDM

Function PrunetreeBasedDataMining(X: attributes, I: instances, J: two class training Data, H: growing data, Q: pruning data, T: tree, P: pruning Data)

S: = attributes from X that are significant at level R: = empty set of rules

If S is a empty return of values

X: = attribute which maximizes splitting criterion-object/attribute of S

for each value Vi of a

BuildaTree (A without b, instances from I with value Vi for b)

While tree of instance I is build

Set branch as no growth

End instance I

While not I empty

Divide I into rising set and pruning set

si := excellent rule for the positive class in the growing set

sr: = pruning of si with the top routine on the pruning set if performance of r is not enough then

r := empty rule assigning the negative class R: = put in sr to R

Delete the instances from I that are covered by sr;

Create a new instance for Expand Subset

Create a new instance for expanding data set

Select a most excellent split using raising data H

divide t, H into subsets Hi of H and Q into subsets Qi of Q

While there are subsets Hi that are not yet been expanded and all subsets Hi expanded so far are leaf of H

Hm := subset with minimum entropy that has not been expanded
callExpandSubset(Hm,Qm)

f all the expanded subsets Gi are leaves

f := error rate for node on Q

f' := minimum error rate among all leaves according to Qi

If f ≤ f' then replace tree by leaf

If T is leaf node

return leaf node

for all branches of T

prune tree attached to branch

Check significance of each lean with respect to T’s root

Remove all sub trees that do not have important extensions

e := error rate of T’s root

e' := minimum error rate among all of T’s significant leaf If no significant leaf can be found or e ≤ e’ replace tree by leaf

Return R

End;

6. REDUCING ERROR RATE IN PRUNING

- Evaluate each node for pruning
- Pruning is defined by removing the sub tree at that node, mark it as a leaf and allocate the most common class at that particular node
- When a node is removed, the resulting tree still performs the arbitrary action which is the same as original on the validation set, which removes the coincidence node and error nodes
Nodes are removed by performing proper iterations, selecting the node when it is removed from the tree increases accuracy of the decision tree on the particular graph.

Pruning is iterated until further pruning is risky. Pruning uses training and validation for test sets for large amount of data is available.

Prune Tree with n nodes is denoted as follow:

\[ G_x = \frac{p f((n + 1)/2) (1 + x^2 / n)^{1/2}}{\left[ f((n)/2) P(\ln(n)) \right]^{n/2 - 1/2}} \]

Here the \( G \) is the function to evaluate the error rate while we are performing tree pruning. \( P f(x(1)\ldots x(n)) \) denotes the number of node which are pruned. It performs iterative actions until we cannot perform further pruning to a tree. Table 2 to Table 4 show the performance measures of pruning. According to the experiment analysis, we shown that OPDDBM algorithm reduces the complexity, Redundancy, Noisy Data’s. Overall, the classification results of the OPDDBM algorithm are acceptable when compare to ANN [3], C4.5 [36] and Regression analysis [39].

### Table 2: Pruned Data Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno</th>
<th>Pf</th>
<th>Gx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Correlation Value Of Pf And Gx

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sno</th>
<th>Pf</th>
<th>Pf</th>
<th>Gx</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.455</td>
<td>0.525</td>
<td>0.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.560</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>1.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>0.555</td>
<td>0.890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.497</td>
<td>0.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.551</td>
<td>0.480</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.701</td>
<td>0.506</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Figure 4: Pf & Gx Parameter Evaluation

### Figure 5: P, Pf & Gx Parameter Evaluation

### Figure 6: Attribute Value Vs Class Value
7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

This work presents a new foundational approach to prune based Data mining where a large number of datasets and records (multimedia based) are transformed in the spatial databases. Prune based decision support data mining methodologies to perform mining operations in spatial databases have been presented. The key challenge lies in preventing the data mining records from combining duplicates at different reliable levels to jointly restore the original data more perfect and accurate. The design forming part of this work has been proved, “the prune based Data mining” to have high dimensional accuracy in joint property, redundancy checks, Knowledge intelligence to gain knowledge with reliability in databases and data catalogues, then the databases will have no range in their joint restoration of the original data. In this paper verify the claim and demonstrate the effectiveness of our solution through numerical evaluation (figure 4 to figure 7) which stated as follows (described in the section 6).

\[
G_x = \left[ \frac{p_f}{n} \right] \left[ \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{x^2}{n} \right)^{\frac{n}{2}} \right] / \left[ \frac{\alpha(n/2)}{\Gamma(n/2)} \right]
\]

This work takes initial step to enable prune based data mining with high perfection and accuracy. Many motivating and important instructions are rated by exploring it. For example, it is not clear how to expand the scope of other approaches in the area of partial information hiding, such as redundancy replacement. Domain specific datasets(for example PoS based). It is also of great interest to extend the approach in this paper to handle evolving Domain specific Datasets, handling multidimensional datasets with redundancy. Reduced-error pruning (post pruning) minimize their limitations and results are acceptable when compare to other classification techniques. In future research we will perform experimental analysis with various applications like sentiment mining for journal citation data using OPDBM algorithm.
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